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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new deep learning ap-
proach, called neural association model (NAM), for
probabilistic reasoning in artificial intelligence. We
propose to use neural networks to model associa-
tion between any two events in a domain. Neu-
ral networks take one event as input and com-
pute a conditional probability of the other event to
model how likely these two events are associated.
The actual meaning of the conditional probabilities
varies between applications and depends on how
the models are trained. In this work, as two case
studies, we have investigated two NAM structures,
namely deep neural networks (DNN) and relation-
modulated neural nets (RMNN), on several proba-
bilistic reasoning tasks in AI, including recogniz-
ing textual entailment, triple classification in multi-
relational knowledge bases and common-sense rea-
soning. Experimental results on several popular da-
ta sets derived from WordNet, FreeBase and Con-
ceptNet have all demonstrated that both DNN and
RMNN perform equally well and they can signifi-
cantly outperform the conventional methods avail-
able for these reasoning tasks. Moreover, com-
pared with DNN, RMNN are superior in knowledge
transfer, where a pre-trained model can be quickly
extended to an unseen relation after observing only
a few training samples.

1 Introduction
Reasoning is an important topic in artificial intelligence (AI),
which has attracted considerable attention and research ef-
fort in the past few decades [McCarthy, 1986; Minsky, 1988;
Mueller, 2014]. Besides the traditional logic reasoning, prob-
abilistic reasoning has been studied as another typical genre
in order to handle knowledge uncertainty in reasoning based
on the probability theory [Pearl, 1988; Neapolitan, 2012].
The probabilistic reasoning can be used to predict the condi-
tional probability Pr(E2|E1) of one event E2 given another
eventE1. State-of-the-art methods for probabilistic reasoning
include Bayesian networks [Jensen, 1996], Markov logic net-
works [Richardson and Domingos, 2006] and other graphical

models [Koller and Friedman, 2009]. Taking Bayesian net-
works as example, the conditional probabilities between two
associated events are calculated as posterior probabilities ac-
cording to the Bayes theorem, where all possible events are
modeled by a pre-defined graph structure. However, these
methods quickly become intractable for most practical tasks
where the number of all possible events is large.

In recent years, distributed representations that map dis-
crete language units into continuous vector spaces have
gained significant popularity along with the development of
neural networks [Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert et al., 2011;
Mikolov et al., 2013]. The main benefit for embedding in
continuous space is its smooth property to capture the seman-
tic relatedness between discrete events, potentially general-
izable to unseen events. Similar ideas, such as knowledge
graph embedding, have been proposed to represent knowl-
edge bases (KB) in low-dimensional continuous space [Bor-
des et al., 2013; Socher et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014;
Nickel et al., 2015]. Using the smoothed KB representation,
it is possible to reason over the relations among various enti-
ties. However, human-like reasoning remains as an extremely
challenging problem because it requires to effectively encode
world knowledge using powerful models. Most of the exist-
ing KBs are quite sparse and can only capture a fraction of
world knowledge, even for those recently created large-scale
KBs, such as YAGO, NELL and Freebase. In order to take
advantage of these sparse knowledge bases, the state-of-the-
art approaches for knowledge graph embedding usually adopt
simple linear models, such as RESCAL [Nickel et al., 2012]
for statistical relational learning (SRL).

Motivated by the recent successes of deep learning, in this
paper, we propose to use deep neural networks, called neu-
ral association model (NAM), to represent the sparse knowl-
edge bases. Different from the existing linear models, the
proposed NAM model uses multi-layer nonlinear activation-
s in deep neural nets to model the association conditional
probabilities between any two possible events. In the pro-
posed NAM framework, all symbolic events are represented
in low-dimensional continuous space and we have no need
to explicitly specify any dependency structure among events
as required in Bayesian networks. Deep neural networks are
used to model the association between any two events, tak-
ing one event as input to compute a conditional probability
of another event. The computed conditional probability for



association may be generalized to model various reasoning
problems, such as entailment inference, relational learning,
causation modelling and so on. In this work, we study two
model structures for NAM. The first model is a standard deep
neural networks (DNN) and the second model uses a special
structure called relation modulated neural nets (RMNN). Ex-
periments on several probabilistic reasoning tasks, including
recognizing textual entailment, triple classification in multi-
relational KBs and commonsense reasoning, have demon-
strated that both DNN and RMNN can outperform other con-
ventional methods. Moreover, the RMNN model is shown
to be effective in knowledge transfer learning, where a pre-
trained model can be quickly extended to a new relation after
observing only a few training samples. The main contribu-
tions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We propose neural association models for probabilis-
tic reasoning based on deep neural networks, which are
general enough to deal with various reasoning problems
over symbolic events.

• One specific model structure studied in this work is
quite effective for knowledge transfer learning, which
can quickly adapt an existing knowledge base to newly
encountered scenarios and contexts.

2 A Review of Statistical Relation Learning
This paper mainly focuses on probabilistic reasoning on
multi-relational data. We first review the formulation of sta-
tistical relational learning (SRL) as in [Nickel et al., 2015].
Let E = {e1, ..., eNe} be the set of all entities and R =
{r1, ..., rNr} be the set of all relation types in KB, where Ne

is the total entity number and Nr the relation number. SR-
L attempts to model each possible triple xijk = (ei, rk, ej)
over the sets of entities and relations as a binary random vari-
able yijk ∈ {0, 1} that indicates true or false. All possible
triples in E × R × E may be formed as a third-order tensor
Y ∈ {0, 1}Ne×Ne×Nr . SRL aims to estimate the joint distri-
bution of Y, Pr(Y), from a training set D of all observed
triples. Most SRL models assume that all yijk are condi-
tionally independent given the model parameters Θ. As a
result, relying on a score function f(xijk; Θ) for each triple
xijk = (ei, rk, ej), the likelihood function of an SRL model
may be derived as follows:

P(Y|D,Θ) =

Ne∏
i=1

Ne∏
j=1

Nr∏
k=1

Ber (yijk|σ (f(xijk; Θ))) (1)

where σ(·) denotes the sigmoid function and Ber (y|p) the
Bernoulli distribution as:

Ber (y|p) =

{
p, if y = 1

1− p, if y = 0
(2)

Under the above formulation, the key work is to define
the score function for each triple. In [Nickel et al., 2012],
they have proposed RESCAL to explain triples via pairwise
interactions of latent features. In [Sutskever et al., 2009;
Jenatton et al., 2012], a latent factor model is designed to
capture the second-order correlation between entities using

a quadratic form. The work in [Lin et al., 2015] attempts
to learn the latent embeddings by projecting all entities from
the entity space to the corresponding relation space and then
building translations among the projected entities. In [Bordes
et al., 2012], they have proposed a model based on seman-
tic matching energy to capture the correlation between enti-
ties and relations via multiple matrix products and Hadamard
products. In [Socher et al., 2013], neural tensor model (NT-
M) is constructed using a very expressive score function with
a large number of parameters. TransE presented in [Bordes
et al., 2013] defines a linear function for modeling triples in
a joint space of entities and relations. Finally, [Wang et al.,
2014] propose to construct the score function by projecting
entities into a relation-specific hyperplane. Obviously, almost
all existing methods in the literature adopt linear models for
statistical relation learning.

3 Neural Association Models (NAM)
In this paper, we propose to use a nonlinear model, namely
neural association model, for probabilistic reasoning. Our
main goal is to use neural nets to model the association
probability for any two events E1 and E2 in a domain, i.e.,
Pr(E2|E1) of E2 conditioning on E1. All possible events
in the domain are projected into continuous space without
specifying any explicit dependency structure among them. In
the following, we first introduce neural association model-
s (NAM) as a general modeling framework for probabilistic
reasoning in section 3.1. Next, we describe two particular
NAM model structures for multi-relational data in sections
3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 NAM in general
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Figure 1: The NAM framework in general.

Figure 1 shows the general framework of NAM for associ-
ating two events,E1 andE2. In the general NAM framework,
the events are first projected into a low-dimension continuous
space. Deep neural networks with multi-layer nonlinearity
are used to model how likely these two events are associat-
ed. Neural networks take the embedding of one event E1

(antecedent) as input and computes a conditional probability
Pr(E2|E1) of the other event E2 (consequent). If the even-
t E2 is binary (true or false), the NAM models may use a
sigmoid node to compute Pr(E2|E1). If E2 takes multiple
mutually exclusive values, we use a few softmax nodes for
Pr(E2|E1), where it may need to use multiple embeddings
for E2 (one per value). NAMs do not explicitly specify how
different events E2 are actually related; they may be mutu-
ally exclusive, contained, intersected. NAMs are only used



to separately compute conditional probabilities, Pr(E2|E1),
for each pair of events, E1 and E2, in a task. The actual
physical meaning of the conditional probabilities Pr(E2|E1)
varies between applications and depends on how the models
are trained. Table 1 lists a few possible applications.

Application E1 E2

language modeling h w
causal reasoning cause effect

knowledge triple classification {ei, rk} ej
lexical entailment W1 W2

textual entailment D1 D2

Table 1: Some applications for NAMs.

In language modeling, the antecedent event is the represen-
tation of history context, h, and the consequent event is next
word w that takes one out of K values. In causal reasoning,
E1 and E2 represent cause and effect respectively. For exam-
ple, we have E1 = “eating cheesy cakes” and E2 = “getting
happy”, Pr(E2|E1) means that how likely E1 may cause the
binary event E2 (true or false). In the same model, we may
add more nodes to model different effects from the same E1,
e.g., E′2 = “growing fat”. Moreover, we may add 5 softmax
nodes to model a multi-valued event, e.g., E′′2 = “happiness”
(scale from 1 to 5). Similarly, for knowledge triple classifi-
cation of multi-relation data, given one triple (ei, rk, ej), E1

consists of the head entity (subject) ei and relation (predi-
cate) rk, and E2 is a binary event indicating whether the tail
entity (object) ej is true or false. Finally, the applications of
recognizing lexical or textual entailment, E1 and E2 may be
defined as premise and hypothesis. More generally, NAMs
can be used to model an infinite number of events E2, where
each point in a continuous space represents a possible even-
t. In this work, for simplicity, we only consider NAMs for a
finite number of binary events E2 but the formulation can be
easily extended to more general cases.

Comparing with traditional methods, like Bayesian net-
works, NAMs employ neural nets as a universal approxima-
tor to directly model individual pair-wise event association
probabilities without relying on explicit dependency struc-
ture. Therefore, NAMs can be end-to-end learned purely
from training samples without strong human prior knowl-
edge, and are potentially more scalable to real-world tasks.

Learning of NAMs
Assume we have a set of Nd observed examples (event pairs
{E1, E2}), D, each of which is denoted as xn. This train-
ing set normally includes both positive and negative samples.
We denote all positive samples (E2 = true) as D+ and all
negative samples (E2 = false) as D−.

Under the same independence assumption in SRL, the log
likelihood function of a NAM model can be expressed as fol-
lows:

L(Θ) =
∑

x+
n∈D+

ln f(x+n ; Θ) +
∑

x−
n∈D−

ln(1− f(x−n ; Θ))

(3)
where f(xn; Θ) denotes a logistic score function derived by
the NAM for each xn, which numerically computes the con-

ditional probability Pr(E2|E1). More details on f(·) are giv-
en later. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) methods may be
used to maximize the above likelihood function, leading to
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) for NAMs.

In the following, as two case studies, we consider two
NAM structures with a finite number of output nodes to mod-
el Pr(E2|E1) for any pair of events, where we have only a
finite number of E2 and each E2 is binary. The first mod-
el is a typical DNN that associates antecedent event (E1) at
input and consequent event (E2) at output. Moreover, we
present another model structure, called relation-modulated
neural nets, which is more suitable for multi-relational data.

3.2 DNN for NAMs
The first NAM structure is a traditional DNN as shown in Fig-
ure 2. Here we use multi-relational data in KB for illustration.
Given a KB triple xn = (ei, rk, ej) and its corresponding la-
bel yn (true or false), we cast E1 = (ei, rk) and E2 = ej to
compute Pr(E2|E1) as follows.
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Figure 2: The DNN structure for NAMs.

Firstly, we represent head entity phrase ei and tail enti-
ty phrase ej by two embedding vectors v

(1)
i (∈ V(1)) and

v
(2)
j (∈ V(2)). Similarly, relation rk is also represented by

a low-dimensional vector ck ∈ C, which we call a relation
code hereafter. Secondly, we combine the embeddings of the
head entity ei and the relation rk to feed into an (L + 1)-
layer DNN as input. The DNN consists of L rectified linear
(ReLU) hidden layers [Nair and Hinton, 2010]. The input is
z(0) = [v

(1)
i , ck]. During the feedforward process, we have

a(`) = W(`)z(`−1) + b` (` = 1, · · · , L) (4)

z(`) = h
(
a(`)
)

= max
(

0,a(`)
)

(` = 1, · · · , L) (5)

where W(`) and b` represent the weight matrix and bias for
layer ` respectively.

Finally, we propose to calculate a sigmoid score for each
triple xn = (ei, rk, ej) as the association probability using
the last hidden layer’s output and the tail entity vector v

(2)
j :

f(xn; Θ) = σ
(
z(L) · v(2)

j

)
(6)

where σ(·) is the sigmoid function, i.e., σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x).
All network parameters of this NAM structure, represent-

ed as Θ = {W,V(1),V(2),C}, may be jointly learned by
maximizing the likelihood function in eq. (3).



3.3 Relation-modulated Neural Networks (RMNN)
Particularly for multi-relation data, following the idea in [X-
ue et al., 2014], we propose to use the so-called relation-
modulated neural nets (RMNNs), as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The relation-modulated neural networks (RMNN).

The RMNN uses the same operations as DNNs to project
all entities and relations into low-dimensional continuous s-
paces. As shown in Figure 3, we connect the knowledge-
specific relation code c(k) to all hidden layers in the network.
As shown later, this structure is superior in knowledge trans-
fer learning tasks. Therefore, for each layer of RMNNs, in-
stead of using eq.(4), its linear activation signal is computed
from the previous layer z(`−1) and the relation code c(k) as
follows:

a(`) = W(`)z(`−1) + B(`)c(k), (` = 1 · · ·L) (7)

where W(`) and B` represent the normal weight matrix and
the relation-specific weight matrix for layer `. At the topmost
layer, we propose to calculate the final score for each triple
xn = (ei, rk, ej) using the relation code as:

f(xn; Θ) = σ
(
z(L) · v(2)

j + B(L+1) · c(k)
)
. (8)

In the same way, all RMNN parameters, including Θ =
{W,B,V(1),V(2),C}, can be jointly learned based on the
above maximum likelihood estimation.

The RMNN models are particularly suitable for knowledge
transfer learning, where a pre-trained model can be quickly
extended to any new relation after observing a few samples
from that relation. In this case, we may estimate a new re-
lation code based on the available new samples while keep-
ing the whole network unchanged. Due to its small size, the
new relation code can be reliably estimated from only a smal-
l number of new samples. Furthermore, model performance
in all original relations will not be affected since the model
and all original relation codes are not changed during transfer
learning.

4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the proposed NAM models for
various reasoning tasks. We first describe the experimental

setup and then we will report several reasoning tasks exam-
ined in this work, including textual entailment recognition,
triple classification in multi-relational KBs, commonsense
reasoning and knowledge transfer learning.

4.1 Experimental setup
Here we first introduce some common experimental settings
used for all experiments: (1) For entity or sentence repre-
sentations, we represent them by composing from its word
vectors as in [Socher et al., 2013]. All word vectors are ini-
tialized from a pre-trained skip-gram [Mikolov et al., 2013]
word embedding model, trained on a large English Wikipedi-
a corpus. The dimension for all word embeddings are set to
100 for all experiments. (2) The dimension of all relation
codes are all set to 50. All relation codes are randomly ini-
tialized. (3) For network structures, we use ReLU as the non-
linear activation function and all network parameters are ini-
tialized according to [Glorot and Bengio, 2010]. Meanwhile,
since the number of training examples for most probabilis-
tic reasoning tasks is relatively small, we adopt the dropout
approach [Hinton et al., 2012] during the training process to
avoid the over-fitting problem. (4) During the learning pro-
cess of NAMs, we need to use negative samples, which are
automatically generated by randomly perturbing positive KB
triples as D− = {(ei, rk, e`)|e` 6= ej ∧ (ei, rk, ej) ∈ D+}.

For each task, we use the provided development set to tune
for the best training hyperparameters. For example, we have
tested the number of hidden layers among {1, 2, 3}, the initial
learning rate among {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5}, dropout rate
among {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. Finally, we select the best set-
ting based on the performances on the development set: the
final model structure uses 2 hidden layers, and the learning
rate and the dropout rate are set to 0.1 and 0.2 for all the ex-
periments, respectively. During model training, the learning
rate is halved once the performances in the development set
decreases. Both DNNs and RMNNs are trained using the s-
tochastic gradient descend (SGD) algorithm. We notice that
the NAM models converge quickly after 30 epochs.

4.2 Recognizing Textual Entailment
Understanding entailment and contradiction is fundamental
to understanding natural language. Here we conduct exper-
iments on a popular recognizing textual entailment (RTE)
task, which aims to recognize the entailment relationship be-
tween a pair of English sentences. In this experiment, we
use the SNLI dataset in [Bowman et al., 2015] to conduc-
t 2-class RTE experiments (entailment or contradiction). All
instances that are not labelled as “entailment” are converted
to contradiction in our experiments. The SNLI dataset con-
tains hundreds of thousands training examples, which is use-
ful for training a NAM model. Since this data set is not for
multi-relational data, we only investigate the DNN structure
for this task. The final NAM result, along with the baseline
performance provided in [Bowman et al., 2015], is listed in
Table 2.

From the results, we can see the proposed DNN based
NAM model achieves considerable improvements over var-
ious traditional methods. This indicates that we can better



Model Accuracy (%)
Edit Distance [Bowman et al., 2015] 71.9
Classifier [Bowman et al., 2015] 72.2
Lexical Resources [Bowman et al., 2015] 75.0
DNN 84.7

Table 2: Experimental results on the RTE task.

model entailment relationship in natural language by repre-
senting sentences in continuous space and conducting proba-
bilistic reasoning with deep neural networks.

4.3 Triple classification in multi-relational KBs
In this section, we evaluate the proposed NAM models on
two popular knowledge triple classification datasets, name-
ly WN11 and FB13 in [Socher et al., 2013] (derived from
WordNet and FreeBase), to predict whether some new triple
relations hold based on other training facts in the database.
The WN11 dataset contains 38,696 unique entities involving
11 different relations in total while the FB13 dataset cover-
s 13 relations and 75,043 entities. Table 3 summarizes the
statistics of these two data sets.

Dataset # R # Ent # Train # Dev # Test
WN11 11 38,696 112,581 2,609 10,544
FB13 13 75,043 316,232 5,908 23,733

Table 3: The statistics for KBs triple classification datasets.
#R is the number of relations. #Ent is the size of entity set.

The goal of knowledge triple classification is to predic-
t whether a given triple xn = (ei, rk, ej) is correct or not.
We first use the training data to learn NAM models. After-
wards, we use the development set to tune a global threshold
T to make a binary decision: the triple is classified as true
if f(xn; Θ) ≥ T ; otherwise it is false. The final accuracy
is calculated based on how many triplets in the test set are
classified correctly.

Experimental results on both WN11 and FB13 datasets are
given in Table 4, where we compare the two NAM models
with all other methods reported on these two data sets. The
results clearly show that the NAM methods (DNN and RMN-
N) achieve comparable performance on these triple classifica-
tion tasks, and both yield consistent improvement over all ex-
isting methods. In particular, the RMNN model yields 3.7%
and 1.9% absolute improvements over the popular neural ten-
sor networks (NTN) [Socher et al., 2013] on WN11 and FB13
respectively. Both DNN and RMNN models are much small-
er than NTN in number of parameters and they scale well as
the number of relation types increases. For example, either
DNN or RMNN for WN11 has about 7.8 millions of param-
eters while NTN has about 15 millions. Although RESCAL
or TransE has about 4 millions of parameters for WN11, their
size goes up quickly for other tasks of thousands or more rela-
tion types. In addition, the training time of DNN and RMNN
is much shorter than that of NTN or TransE since our models
converge much faster. For example, we have obtained at least
5 times speedup over NTN in WN11.

Model WN11 FB13 Avg.
SME [Bordes et al., 2012] 70.0 63.7 66.9

TransE [Bordes et al., 2013] 75.9 81.5 78.7
TransH [Wang et al., 2014] 78.8 83.3 81.1
TransR [Lin et al., 2015] 85.9 82.5 84.2

NTN [Socher et al., 2013] 86.2 90.0 88.1
DNN 89.3 91.5 90.4

RMNN 89.9 91.9 90.9

Table 4: Triple classification accuracy in WN11 and FB13.

4.4 Commonsense Reasoning
Similar to the triple classification task [Socher et al., 2013],
in this work, we use the ConceptNet KB [Liu and Singh,
2004] to construct a new commonsense data set, named as
CN14 hereafter. When building CN14, we first select all facts
in ConceptNet related to 14 typical commonsense relations,
e.g., UsedFor, CapableOf. (see Figure 4 for all 14 relations.)
Then, we randomly divide the extracted facts into three set-
s, Train, Dev and Test. Finally, in order to create a test set
for classification, we randomly switch entities (in the whole
vocabulary) from correct triples and get a total of 2×#Test
triples (half are positive samples and half are negative exam-
ples). The statistics of CN14 are given in Table 5.

Dataset # R # Ent. # Train # Dev # Test
CN14 14 159,135 200,198 5,000 10,000

Table 5: The statistics for the CN14 dataset.

The CN14 dataset is designed for answering common-
sense questions like Is a camel capable of journeying across
desert? The proposed NAM models answer this question
by calculating the association probability Pr(E2|E1) where
E1 = {camel, capable of} and E2 = journey across desert.
In this paper, we compare two NAM methods with the popu-
lar NTN method in [Socher et al., 2013] on this data set and
the overall results are given in Table 6. We can see that both
NAM methods outperform NTN in this task, and the DNN
and RMNN models obtain similar performance.

Model Positive Negative total
NTN 82.7 86.5 84.6
DNN 84.5 86.9 85.7

RMNN 85.1 87.1 86.1

Table 6: Accuracy (in %) comparison on CN14.

Furthermore, we show the classification accuracy of all 14
relations in CN14 for RNMM and NTN in Figure 4, which
show that the accuracy of RMNN varies among different rela-
tions from 80.1% (Desires) to 93.5% (CreatedBy). We notice
some commonsense relations (such as Desires, CapableOf )
are harder than the others (like CreatedBy, CausesDesire). In
general, RNMM overtakes NTN in almost all relations.

4.5 Knowledge Transfer Learning
Knowledge transfer between various domains is a characteris-
tic feature and crucial cornerstone of human learning. In this
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Figure 4: Accuracy of different relations in CN14.
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Figure 5: Accuracy (in %) on the test set of a new relation
CausesDesire is shown as a function of used training sam-
ples from CausesDesire when updating the relation code on-
ly. (Accuracy on the original relations remains as 85.6%.)

section, we evaluate the proposed NAM models for a knowl-
edge transfer learning scenario, where we adapt a pre-trained
model to an unseen relation with only a few training samples
from the new relation. Here we randomly select a relation,
e.g., CausesDesire in CN14 for this experiment. This relation
contains only 4800 training samples and 480 test samples.
During the experiments, we use all other 13 relations in C-
N14 to train baseline NAM models (both DNN and RMNN).
During the transfer learning, we freeze all NAM parameter-
s, including all weights and entity representations, and only
learn a new relation code for CausesDesire from the given
samples. At last, the learned relation code (along with the o-
riginal NAM models) is used to classify the new samples of
CausesDesire in the test set. Obviously, this transfer learning
does not affect the model performance in the original 13 rela-
tions because the models are not changed. Figure 5 show the
results of knowledge transfer learning for the relation Caus-
esDesire as we increase the training samples gradually. The
result shows that RNMM performs much better than DNN in
this experiment, where we can significantly improve RNM-
M for the new relation with only 5-20% of the total training
samples for CausesDesire. This demonstrates that the struc-
ture to connect the relation code to all hidden layers leads to
more effective learning of new relation codes from a relative-
ly small number of training samples.

Next, we also test a more aggressive learning strategy for
this transfer learning setting, where we simultaneously update
all the network parameters during the learning of the new re-

lation code. The results are shown in Figure 6. This strategy
can definitely improve performance more on the new relation,
especially when we add more training samples. However, as
expected, the performance on the original 13 relations will
deteriorate. The DNN may improve the performance on the
new relation as we use all training samples (up to 94.6%).
However, the performance on the remain 13 original relations
drops dramatically from 85.6% to 75.5%. Once again, RMN-
N shows the advantage over DNN in this transfer learning set-
ting, where the accuracy on the new relation increases from
77.9% to 90.8% but the accuracy on the original 13 relations
only drop slightly from 85.9% to 82.0%.
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Figure 6: Transfer learning results by updating all network
parameters. The left figure shows results on the new relation
while the right figure shows results on the original relations.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed neural association model-
s (NAM) for probabilistic reasoning (also see in [Liu et al.,
2016]). We use neural networks to model association prob-
abilities between any two events in a domain. In this work,
we have investigated two model structures, namely DNN and
RMNN, for NAMs. Experimental results on several rea-
soning tasks have shown that both DNNs and RMNNs can
outperform the existing methods. This paper also reports
some preliminary results to use NAMs for knowledge trans-
fer learning. We have found that the proposed RMNN model
can be quickly adapted to a new relation without sacrificing
the performance in the original relations. Actually, the NAM
model is mainly designed for solving more complex com-
monsense reasoning problems, like the Winograd Schemas
[Levesque et al., 2011]. In the future, considering the sparsi-
ty problem of existing KBs, we plan to automatically extract
large number of associated event pairs from large text corpora
for supporting the training of NAM. Moreover, to deal with
some applications that have very small training data, we al-
so decide to make more transfer learning investigations in the
coming future.
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